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CONFIDENCE CONNECTION

Today I wanted to share what I think are the 4 KEY 
STEPS that I have taken this year that have made 
all the difference in this journey.  And they might 
actually surprise you a little bit, because even 
though we are talking about body image and losing 
weight, I think so much of this battle is a mental 
battle.  (But don’t worry—I’m going to share the 
very practical stuff too!)

STEP #1

FIND YOUR WHY

The first step—and this one was so important—
was that I had to find my WHY when it came to 
accomplishing this goal. Basically, I had to want 
it more than I was scared of it, and my WHY had 
to be bigger than the pain of actually following 
through.

And that is exactly why it was so important for 
me to START with my WHY.  Because I knew that 
if I was really going to do this, it was going to 
absolutely suck in so many ways.  And if it sucked 
that bad, I was going to have a really, really, really 
hard time sticking with it.

UNLESS I had a really, really compelling WHY to 
keep me going.

STEP #2

MAP OUT A PLAN

My next step in this journey was to map out a plan 
for how I was actually going to lose this weight.  
To make my plan, I used my GOAL CRUSHING 
WORKSHEET that is found in the Living Well 
Planner, and also as a PDF in the Living Well 
Shop.  I like this worksheet because it forces me 
to not only identify the steps I will need to take, 

but to first claim my TARGET AND REFINE MY 
OBJECTIVE, then to identify my why, and also to 
think about how I am going to handle obstacles 
and actually implement the plan.  It’s a GREAT 
tool, so be sure to check out the show notes at 
doitscared.com/episode11 for the link.

STEP #3

CREATE ACCOUNTABILITY

I had to do this in a number of different ways.

The first thing I did was sign up for a gym 
membership, and then arranged to work with a 
trainer 3 times a week.  And I didn’t just make the 
appointments, I PRE-PAID for the biggest package 
that they would let me pay for, so that I knew I 
would be forced to follow through.

And I’ve put ACCOUNTABILITY in place in other 
ways too.

For instance, at the beginning of the year, my 
husband and I read a book by Patrick Lencioni, 
who is one of my favorite business authors, called 
“3 Questions for a Frantic Family,” that basically 
modifies some of his principles for running a 
healthy business into some principles for running a 
healthy family. 

STEP #4

TAKE ACTION DAILY

It is making the choice to PLAN MY DAY every 
single morning, and to recommit to this big goal.

There are so many daily decisions that have to 
happen, but the KEY IS TO TAKING THAT ACTION 
every single day.  Doing something, anything, 
however small, to get you closer to the finish line.
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